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A Path to Normalcy Facilitated by Testing



We are a group of non-partisan, independent scientists who have come together to develop an objective 
framework for policymakers. We are constantly iterating as new information becomes available and we  
remain available to assist decision-makers from the front lines of scientific research while remaining 
distanced from politics and media. None of us have financial interests in companies we discuss. Our only 
motivation is to defeat COVID-19.

For additional information, please feel free to email us: info@newpath.partners

Introduction
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The problem in March: How to defeat or, minimally, limit the impact of COVID-19 
The solution: Accelerate medicines and vaccines; limit exposure to the virus
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Snuff out the virus: Testing, tracing and precision quarantining
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Medical First Wave | For Remdesivir:
q Earlier and higher dosing
q Inhaled formulations through partnership with AstraZeneca and GlaxoSmithKline
q Address manufacturing bottlenecks

Medical Second Wave | For Neutralizing Monoclonal Antibodies:
q Accelerate regulatory review
q Ensure sufficient patient populations for the most promising therapeutic trials by 

prioritizing enrollment
q Marshal US bio manufacturing resources to maximize availability

Medical Third Wave | For Vaccines:
q Establish an empowered coordination committee to compare and identify the most 

promising vaccines, and to address manufacturing bottlenecks, including vial or syringe 
shortages. Multiple effective vaccine types may be helpful or necessary to achieve 
nationwide protection – the lack of traditional and validated approaches in the US 
efforts, such as the use of attenuated whole virus (Sinovac/China), is a growing 
concern as we learn of the importance of T cell-based immunity in COVID-19.

Medical Initiatives



Cautionary note

Vaccines Must be Viewed as Only One Tool of Several

v They are unlikely to be here quickly enough and effectively enough to be a panacea

v Testing, tracing and precision quarantining (“TTPQ”) should be considered as impactful 
as therapeutics

v This is Precision (Public Health) Medicine 



Required Personal Protective Equipment
q Face coverings should be required in locations where physical distancing is not guaranteed
q If needed, the government should invoke the Defense Production Act to ensure that all 

Americans have access to surgical masks - an effective $1 countermeasure that can be 
provided by domestic suppliers

There is an urgent need for three additional tools in our battle against this disease (TTPQ):

q Testing (especially viral testing of asymptomatic individuals)

q Contact tracing of individuals found to be infected

q Precision quarantining of the rare infected individuals

v Federal block grants given to states for immediate testing and contact tracing, followed 
by a central long-term effort to analyze state data, determine best practices (next-gen 
testing), and to standardize testing procedures. 

Prevention Initiatives

STOPPING THE SPREAD



q Widespread testing for virus infection, contact tracing, and precision quarantining of the 
roughly only 1 in 65 persons currently infected will lower numbers of infections, 
hospitalizations, Ro and deaths even in the absence of vaccines. 

q Increasing testing capacity will provide long-term infrastructure in the US for influenza, 
coronavirus, and other viral infections in tandem. Like a lighthouse, this is a solution that will 
protect us now and into the future.

q Programs for testing and tracing will be organized and executed by states but must be funded 
by the federal government and coordinated by a national panel of expert scientists.

High-Impact Next Steps: Testing, Tracing, & Precision Quarantining (TTPQ)

SARS-CoV2 cannot survive in the U.S. without replicating in human bodies and transmitting to 
additional hosts. Identifying infected people and blocking all future transmission by limited 
quarantine obviates the need for future lock downs and effectively burns out the virus. The 
effect is not permanent, as with a vaccine, but it can eradicate the virus at least temporarily 
without the need for drugs or vaccines. This approach has proven effective in several countries, 
large and small, in Europe and in Asia, and appears to have been accomplished in the NBA 
bubble in Orlando. TTPQ is more than “knowing where we stand” – it is a Precison Medicine 
approach to snuffing out the virus immediately. 



q Prioritize testing of asymptomatic (healthy) people

q Insurance or state funding must cover testing of asymptomatic people. (Currently, tests are 
only approved for symptomatic people)

q Allow testing without health care worker supervision or prescription (like a Flu shot or 
pregnancy test)

q Expedite FDA EUA processes (prioritize high-impact projects first)

q Permit the use of “viral reconstructions” for advancing cheaper, faster, next-generation 
testing. In some states, there are not enough cases to fulfill FDA criteria. Thus, we 
recommend using a viral sample to “spike” samples rather than requiring testing on an 
actual sick people.

q Relax CLIA regulations to bring more testing labs online as quickly as possible

Eliminate the Regulatory Hurdles Without Sacrificing Safety



vApproximately 1 in 65 Americans has an active SARS-CoV-2 infection today. Many of them 
lack symptoms. The highest priority of the US government should be to identify as many 
actively infected Americans as possible and quarantine them for the entire infectivity 
window of ~10 days. If we do so, the pandemic in the US will be snuffed out, because the 
virus in an infected person must find another human host within about 10 days or it will 
cease to propagate. 

vTesting by the states: each can choose its own combination of big and small testing centers

ØBig: A single center (the Broad Institute’s center: 10,000 sq ft, $10.5M of equipment, $20 
total cost per test, 15-hour turnaround) can perform 100,000 tests per day. This will be 
500,000 tests per day when 5X pooling is in operation. Therefore, 100 such centers across 
the US could test the vast majority of the entire country.

ØSmall: New, simpler, cheaper and faster tests (less than one-hour turnaround) are around 
the corner. They should enable workplaces and schools to do 100% of their own testing in 
house. 

Summary: A Simple, Non-Partisan Justification for Mass Testing
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Appendix: Blueprint for Quickly and Cheaply Scaling Testing Across the US





Lab Setup

Equipment / Setup Cost Estimate
Collection / Transfer ~ $2MM
Extraction ~ $2MM
QPCR ~ $4MM
General Lab ~ $2-3MM
Total Lab Setup Costs ~ $10-11MM

All Equipment is Commercially Available 
Off the Shelf

Lead Time: Less than 4 weeks for delivery

Setup Time: ~2 weeks once equipment is 
received

Example of Equipment (can be substituted):
• Thermo QuantStudio qPCR instruments (~35)
• Agilent Bravos (~15)
• Hamilton Stars (~10)
• Formulatrix Tempests (~10)
• Miscellaneous equipment including heat sealers, 

centrifuge, plate fillers, UPCs, computer 
hardware, scanners, pipettes etc.

Role Number on Shift
Managers 2
Quality Manager 2
Site Administrator –
CareEvolve

1

Accessioners 48
Extraction & qPCR 20
Supervisors 4
LIMS Maintenance 4
Kit Building 4



Validation and Workflow

Modified RT-PCR Test to Detect SARS-CoV-2 RNA (CDC Recommended Test)
• Proven to have 100% concordance with established tests
• > 95% sensitivity and specificity at lowest detection limits
• Limited possibility for false positives (~0.02%)
• Based on data generated in over 50,000 tests from mid-May to mid-June
• More than 75,000 samples processed with < 1.0% invalid rate

Test Run Time: ~2 hours

Steps Process Time

Sample Transfer 4 min

Extraction 30 min

RT-qPCR 12 min

RT-qPCR detection 78 min

Total Time ~2 hours



Test Costs
Scalable Cost Structure Using Existing Infrastructure
• Can be replicated at any BSL2 facility with ~10,000 square feet

Highly Automated Process: Utilize LIMS system and 2D barcodes
• < 15 seconds per tube sample
• ~ 0.33 human touch points per sample

Simplified 384-well Format Increases Throughput and Decreases Reagent Costs

Reagent Supply: No current delays, although we recommend active monitoring of potential 
supply bottlenecks

Components ~Cost per Sample
Labor $3.50
Reagents / Materials $12.00
Equipment $0.50
Facilities /Admin $5.00
Price / Test $21.00



q Scale Central Testing Centers to Enable Over 100,000 Viral Tests per Day per Facility

• Centers can be equipped and ready in four weeks using commercially available reagents 
and equipment. This has already been instated at least once and is repeatable.

• Any BSL2 facility with 10,000 square feet of laboratory space can be used. CLIA process 
could take 8-12 weeks. We recommend the government work to approve repurposed 
laboratories on an accelerated timeline.

• Cost: $10.5 million for equipment to set up each center and ~$20 per test at breakeven

q Enable at Home Collection and Other Viral Point of Care Tests

• Need FDA clearance for home use swabs and saliva collection - this should be prioritized

• Continue to explore antigen testing in parallel given its synergy (Quidel, BD, have EUA)

q Partner With States’ Health Departments to Prioritize Testing in High Vulnerability Areas 
(densely populated cities, assisted living facilities, etc.)


